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A starship lost.A creator found.A frantic race to save them both.For Colonel Mitchell â€œAresâ€•

Williams, there is no giving up. There is no going back. The Goliath may have fallen into enemy

hands, but the war must go on.After all, he and the Riggers have what they need to locate the

Creator, the man responsible for the alien threat and the key to unraveling their unstoppable attack.

All they have to do is get to him before the Tetron do. Itâ€™s no easy task, but nothing about the

war has ever been easy, and the Riggers still have a few tricks left up their sleeves.----------Point of

Origin is the fourth book in the science-fiction War Eternal series.Book 1: Starship EternalBook 2:

The End of LibertyBook 3: The Knife's Edge
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War Eternal series, Book 4Oh my!!! This was really-really good! I absolutely LOVE this series!! I

enjoyed all the aspects: the storyline, the drama, the characters & the action. I'll admit I was a bit

surprised when it seemed the whole affair was finally heading toward that final battle scene in

Earth's own orbit but it was not to be. The Tetron have made yet another surprising move and so...



it's not over yet. Mr. Forbes will have to come up with something super exciting and very

entertaining if he wants to pull off a fifth book in this series and not have it feel forced, monotonous,

boring or trivial. If he doesn't then he may face the wrath of critics and the death of a truly well

written and exciting series. However, I have every confidence Mr Forbes can pull it off. :)I

appreciated the opportunity this book gave in getting to know Kathy. Mitch finally learns some

history from her as well as some shocking news. There are more new discoveries for the fleet and

yet more shock and sadness. This is one of the things I like about a series and that's the ongoing

story, contact and interaction with many of your favorite characters but truth be told, this team is

really taking a beating. I'm beginning to wonder how many or if any of them will survive the Tetron.

No matter, their goal of saving the Earth and humankind has never been more resolute.Age: middle

school age thru adult as long as the reader can handle stressful battle scenes, loss and/or death of

characters. Editing: there were a few errors but not a lot and those were minor.Cover: more of your

typical and generic space, Syfy, spaceship battle scene. I tend to like the brighter and more content

specific covers rather than the more traditional cover.Series: there's no indication on authors site

when the next book will be released. Also, Mrforbes.com site still under remodel.Sent from my

iPhone

As compared to previous books this one dragged somewhat causing the reader impatience. Too

much person to person detailed chit-chat adding further length to book that was unnecessary, and

perhaps simply filler.

Point of Origin takes the War Eternal series to a new level! It fills in the backgrounds of several key

characters, introduces some new players, and adds new layers of sophistication to an already

highly compelling series. The action is non-stop in this installment, forcing characters to new heights

of heroics and villainy. This is time travel/military science fiction at its best.

I have read all the books available in this series and have truly enjoyed them. This sleet addition to

the series ties up a lot of loose ends from the previous books and keeps you turning the pages from

beginning to end. There are some nice twists and turns that will keep you guessing and on the edge

of your seat. I look forward to the release of the next book. Cheers!

Mitch and his team have more than enough battles in this book. He finds both pain and sorrow, but

he also meet someone that he never expected to meet as well. The next book l am sure will give us



more of the same.

I am someone who likes to read serials, sticking with characters I care about through a series of

books. The War Eternal series is interesting, often exciting and suspenseful, and filled with

characters that have some depth. I find that the story gets better ... with more depth and happenings

on multiple fronts ... as it goes along.My only issue is with the fact that Mr. Forbes has let quite a

few typos and grammatical errors remain in his writing. This can be easily solved by a good editor,

or even by sending the books out to "typo hunters," which are fans who are willing to pre-read each

book before release, and report to him any typos or confusing parts in the book. Still, the series is

interesting, and I've stuck with it ... that says these issues aren't "horrible." I do love the story line of

the War Eternal series, and recommend it!

This series was a pleasant surprise for me. For a long time I procrastinated with the decision to start

the first book "Starship Eternal" as sci-fi became redundant after reading so many similar books.

However M R Forbes has shown very good writing ability and I've decided to give it a try. Five days

later I was done with all four books and am waiting anxiuosly for the next one. Try it and if you like a

good and well written sci-fi with action, suspense, interesting characters and a well thought of

premises, you will enjoy it immensely. Five ðŸŒŸ

Well, what can I say about the 4th book in the War Eternal series. This plot just keeps getting

deeper and deeper. There are more twists and turns than a mountain road. The twist at the end will

have you shaking your head. I did see a few editing errors, and this book did come out relatively fast

following the Knife's Edge, but in no way did it stop my enjoyment of reading this novel. There is a

perfect mix of ground and space based action. Mitchell Williams is running out of time to stop the

Tetron, or is he? Read and find out. If you haven't read the 1st 3 novels in this series then you need

to. They are all excellent and different from each other.
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